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In the world of Pesantren or Islamic school -based , there are books that can help motivate us to seek knowledge . The book is a book of Alala . This book explains the lessons in addition to the search for knowledge , too many words in it - words that motivate us to seek knowledge . On the basic , the authors are interested in doing research with the title of Motivation To Learn By Al – Zarnuji ( Text Analysis about Motivation of Study in the Book of Alala ).

The purpose of this study was to : 1. To describe the motivation to learn in the book of Alala. 2. For describing aspects of motivation to learn what is involved in the discussion of the book of Alala , 3. To describe a form of motivation to learn what is involved in the discussion of the book of Alala , 4. To describe the factors that affect motivation to learn in the book of Alala , 5. strategies or efforts to find the motivation to learn in the book of Alala .

This study refers to the material - written material related to the discussion of the motivation to learn , this research including the research library ( library research ) , which is a study using the books as a source of data. The process of data collection is browse , then read and record the necessary ingredients to obtain information correlate the discussion . While the analysis of the data using content analysis , which analyzes the meaning contained in the book of Alala.

The results showed that 1. Alala explain that motivation to learn in the book is not a theoretical explanation but rather on the structural form of motivation delivery directly with various forms , aspects , and strategies that exist in the motivation to learn , 2. Several nadhom Alala also explain aspects of motivation learning , especially the aspect of encouragement to achieve something . 3. In the book of Alala explain the forms of motivation to study consists of two forms of intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation . But the book of nadhom Alala more intrinsically motivating , 4. In the book of Alala, there are also factors that influence motivation to learn . these factors are divided into two forms of internal factors and external factors , 5. Discussion motivation strategies in the book to learn more Alala lead to three kinds , namely strategy excites students , incentive strategy , and the strategy of directing the behavior of the students.